INTRODUCING…

BIG BEAT BRONSON
Hold on to your trousers and call home to
mother, Big Beat Bronson has landed!
Hailing from the darkest recesses of the
North-East, this Beastie Boys-esque
foursome are bringing theatre to Hip Hop
in a pioneering way, mashing sounds and
crossing genres as they go.
On Monday 29th October 2012, Radio 1’s
1
Fearne Cotton debuted the latest single
‘New Me’ from their ‘May Contain Nuts’
EP.
And thanks to BBC Introducing, the track
was featured on Radio 1’s playlist on
show’s including Huw Stephens, Greg
James and Scott Mills (who tweeted that
he loved the track).
And with the likes of Eddy Temple-Morris
listing them on XFM in his
‘Nu Breed 2013’
2013 alongside Rudimental,
Skrillex & Disclosure, Big Beat Bronson
are definitely the ones to watch.
For interviews, information and enquiries,
please contact Dan Sheridan on 07762
127712, or email:
press@bigbeatbronson.co.uk

“Sharp, knowing,
Geordie-infected rap delivered
with wry humour and flawless
technique over carefully
engineered beats - genius!”
Tom Robinson, BBC Radio 6

www.bigbeatbronson.co.uk

Hailing from Newcastle upon Tyne, Big Beat Bronson is a fresh, cutting-edge Hip Hop super group
combining the musical talents of occasional time traveller Baron Von Alias, the self professed pretty
boy of Hip Hop MistaBreeze, vocal supremo Eliza Lawson and urban legend DJ LKP.
The buzz surrounding the band has blown up since they officially formed just four short months ago,
with ‘sold out’ signs a regular fixture at each and every one of their gigs so far.
And their themed live shows have become the talk of the toon in recent weeks, with their mixture of
contagious energy and out-and-out amusement going down a storm across the North-East and
beyond.
Individually, the foursome have racked up some impressive collaborations with prolific artists including
Foreign Beggars, Chino XL, MistaJam, Slum Village, Craggz and Parallel Forces, Farley Jackmaster
Funk, Dom P, Phantasm, Guilty Simpson and Wizard Sleeve and have shared a stage over the years
with the likes of Grandmaster Flash, Fabio and Grooverider, Skinny Man and Rizzle Kicks.
Baron and Mista have worked together since 2010, with their various remixes and music videos
receiving over two million views on YouTube.
The duo were also voted ‘Best AAct’ at Newcastle’s Evolution Festival in 2011, ahead of the likes of
Plan B and Tinie Tempah, and in the same year they dominated the BBC Introducing stage at Radio
1’s Big Weekend in Carlisle.
Last year,
yea Baron and Mista’s producer Steesh was working with Eliza on the massive track ‘Overload’,
featuring Foreign Beggars and Baron
Von Alias, when the idea dawned for the songstress to feature on the now-signature EP track 'Action
Man'.
The song went on to receive massive praise from various BBC Introducing DJs, including Tom
Robinson, who labeled the collective ‘genius!’. Since then ‘Action Man’ has become a cult favourite
amongst the band’s loyal following (known as the Bronsonites).
North’s most
There was a new chemistry to the sound and live shows, and alongside one of the North
well-known DJs ‘LKP’, it was clear they were onto something big.
Since then the fantastic four have worked together and engineered a pioneering sound that has been
likened to that of Chase & Status, while challenging the comic edge and epic sound of the Beastie
Boys.
Having received consistent backing from BBC Introducing DJs, headed up many UK festivals and
sold-out the 02 Academy in their hometown, nothing appears to be able to stop Big Beat Bronson.
Email: management@bigbeatbronson.co.uk
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